In the 1960s, British sculpture enjoyed a complex transitional life, taking on a new, bold, and increasingly internationalized proile, at the very same time that its forms and meanings were being challenged and contested. Both in Britain and beyond its shores, sculpture experienced substantial reorientation at the same time as it developed a rich and complicated "import" and "export" life, conceptually, commercially, and curatorially. When "Sculpture" was "British" and "Abroad", its "abroad-ness" was not always so explicitly visible, since its forms and concerns frequently chimed with sensibilities and approaches that were emerging elsewhere too, whether they were igurative or abstract, Constructivist or Pop. At the same time, when sculpture was being displayed in Britain, whether in terms of groups, schools, and/or recent tendencies, it was increasingly described as "British Sculpture". Visual evidence of foreign impact and exchange gradually emerged at the same time as this national and generational trope became a cultural identiier on a broader cultural landscape.
1960s art, Bryan Robertson gives a vivid sense of the hands-on support at stake as well as the importance attached to sculpture's increasing promotional circulation through photography, recalling:
Barry Flanagan was represented in the Biennale des Jeunes in Paris in 1967 by a large soft, coloured sculpture stufed with sand. When Flanagan arrived in Paris to set the work up, just before the oicial opening, the promised sand, to the artist's precise speciication, was not there and an unsuitable variety of sand had been delivered on site. Flanagan was under pressure, aggravated by the fact that his wife was expecting a child back in London, and he scrapped the sculpture, substituting another work. In London, Alex [Gregory-Hood] was incensed: the sand sculpture, after all, was reproduced in the catalogue as an oicial entry. He rang round Europe to ind the correct sand and he and Wonky lew to Paris, made their way to the exhibition space, personally shovelled the ofending incorrect sand away and painstakingly illed the large sculpture with the sand they had procured.
had done much to promote and secure a generational identity for abstract sculpture in this country and also abroad, especially for the sculptors closely associated with Saint Martin's School of Art, including the work of Caro, King, Tucker, Tim Scott, David Annesley, Michael Bolus, and Witkin. Such developments were lent inancial support by non-British sponsors too, including the Peter Stuyvesant Foundation, which supported several exhibitions at the Whitechapel Art Gallery in these years. Peter Stuyvesant was the last Dutch Director General of the colony of New Netherland, until it was ceded to the English in 1664, after which it was renamed as New York, and the year 1964 marked the 300th anniversary of this historic moment. The associative poetry of this was not lost, despite Peter Stuyvesant being a South African cigarette manufacturer.
The transatlantic symbolism of the Stuyvesant Foundation's role is striking and it supports an idea of British sculpture in the 1960s that was dependent upon the triumph and consolidation of Anglo-American cultural relations. The crucial impact of Clement Greenberg's art critical support of Caro's sculpture, and the exchanges not only between them but also between them and the American sculptor David Smith at Bolton Landing on Lake George in New York state, and also other Saint Martin's sculptors, such as Phillip King who visited him there in 1964, cannot be underestimated. The younger artistic rejection of Henry Moore's work, and what was seen as its monolithic compositions, its outmoded iguration and genres, and its use of the pedestal, was a complementary part of its new and generational endeavour and achievement. Nevertheless, the story of "British Sculpture Abroad" in the 1960s is much more than this particular Anglo-American case study, and this short introduction aims to highlight some of the alternative ways in which this interesting decade for sculpture outside Britain can be understood today, looking in particular to the potent, exciting, and transitional mid-decade moment between 1963 and 1966.
The 1960s was a very lively and changing decade not just for sculpture, but for modern art more generally, as it witnessed the emergence, consolidation, and coexistence of a variety of artistic tendencies and approaches, including Constructivism, Pop, Op, abstraction, conceptualism, and environmental art, and the rise of the incorporation of photography, ilm, and performance in art-and as art. Viewed schematically and in terms of successions of coinciding and often competing artistic tendencies, the 1960s can be (and has been) viewed as a decade that began with a wide preoccupation with Constructivism and systems art, that witnessed during the mid-decade years the international recognition and transatlantic success of Caro, King, and other sculptors from Saint Martin's (many of whom were born outside Britain), and that ended with a greater interest in conceptualism, land art, and performance. The idea of sculpture was changing in a decade that itself both started and ended in change. These artistic changes made a real impact, and in the 1970s decade that followed a signiicant number of British-born sculptors left Britain for abroad, many for North America and Canada, including Tucker, Evans, Brian Wall, and Peter Hide. These were some of the artists who had done much to shape an identity for contemporary sculpture in the 1960s, both as tutors and as exhibiting artists, and whose work was beginning to be seen beyond the gallery setting in large, outdoor group exhibitions such as Sculpture in a City (Birmingham, Liverpool, Southampton, 1967) and New British Sculpture/Bristol (1968).
An exhibition history of new tendencies in sculpture over this ten-year period gives a good indication of this and also shows how these gradual shifts were played out on an increasingly international stage. It also highlights the moments of overlap and shared concerns active at the time. In 1960, Victor Pasmore represented Britain at the Venice Biennale, and the next few years saw works by British Constructivist artists included in a number of group exhibitions, including: Konkrete Kunst (Zurich, 1960) , Experiment in Fläche und Raum (Zurich, 1962) , Experiment in Constructie (Amsterdam, 1962) , and Kompas 2 (Eindhoven, 1962) as well as in the dedicated travelling exhibition British Constructivist Art, which was organized by the Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA) and which toured the United States in 1962. The rethinking of an idea of "Britishness" was related to these artists' allegiances to Europe, and more broadly to an internationalism that looked both east and west. In the work and attitudes of Constructivist artists such as Kenneth and Mary Martin, Pasmore, Anthony Hill, Gillian Wise (later Wise-Ciobotaru), and the Paris-based artist Stephen Gilbert, we ind allegiances and ailiations at once to Russian Constructivism and to the abstract work of the American artist and writer Charles Biederman and new technological developments across the Atlantic. Sam Gathercole in his essay below analyses the impact of British Constructivism on its American audience. He shows how the work of the artists involved was distanced from Russian Constructivism in its presentation by Lawrence Alloway, by virtue of its more intimate, domestic scale. Gathercole argues, however, that its muted reception in the United States, due to a perception of its modest and restrained British nature, misunderstood the ambitions of the Constructivists' work, which aimed at a complex negotiation of the environment through hand-made, small-scale work, and so was at odds with the expansive tendencies of American art at the time.
British sculpture also played a part in larger manifestations, where such particular artistic ailiations fell away for group efect. In documenta iii (Kassel, 1964) , for example, the work of Robert Adams, Kenneth Armitage, Caro, Lynn Chadwick, King, Moore, and Eduardo Paolozzi was included from Britain. It represented a fascinating mixture of igurative and abstract tendencies. By Documenta 4 (Kassel, 1968) The kind of works that was being taken up commercially were bold, well-made, colourful abstract sculptures, freestanding in welded steel or ibre-glass, some large but often on a small scale. In keeping with this, John J. Curley's essay below focuses on the transatlantic, Anglo-American hybridization of sculpture in the 1960s, through the exhibition Primary Structures and the work of Caro and the sculptural work of the British Pop artists Gerald Laing and Peter Phillips. Curley considers the ways in which the dialogue between British and American art led to the questioning of medial boundaries and the relationships between found objects and images and processes of making. In particular, Laing and Phillips 's Hybrid (1965-66) encapsulates for Curley a kind of "leeting transatlantic consensus" for 1960s sculpture. His essay ends, signiicantly, with Caro's small, transportable table sculptures, able to move with ease between the two cultural contexts. (Berlin, 1969) , Gerry Schum's art ilms for TV project which saw Flanagan making a hole in the sea in Scheveningen in February that year; and in the US Earth Art (Cornell University, Ithaca, 1969) , which included the work of Long and Medalla). Holland and northern Germany were parts of Europe that were highly sympathetic to both conceptualism and abstract sculpture. Konrad Lueg, to become Konrad Fischer, based in Dusseldorf, was particularly inluential, giving Richard Long his irst one-person show in 1968, an exhibition which was followed in 1969 by ive more exhibitions for this artist, all outside Britain, before his exhibition at the Whitechapel Art Gallery in 1971.
The Generational Life of Sculpture
Late 1950s and early 1960s reactions to the postwar sculptural example are well accounted for in the secondary literature on "British Sculpture". The art historian and curator Lynne Cooke, for example, has highlighted this: "Towards the end of the 1950s British sculpture was widely vaunted, not least by native critics, as the most lourishing school in the world."
5 However looking ahead, she quotes Phillip King's response to documenta ii which took place at the end of that decade in 1959:
The sculpture was terribly dominated by a post-war feeling which seemed very distorted and contorted . . . And it was somehow terribly like scratching your own wounds-an international style with everyone sharing the same neuroses.
6
There was clearly a widespread shaking of of the postwar sculptural legacy. The shift in sculptural mood between these decades is striking; a shift at once in attitude, sensibility, and materials, although it was also, in retrospect, a period of subtle continuation and development as much as of rupture. King, who was luent in French and steeped in the sculpture of Pablo Picasso, Alberto Giacometti, and Constantin Brancusi, was an interesting igure in this transitional moment, making work that bridged iguration and abstraction, and that changed the mood of sculpture from igurative existential anxiety to robust and upbeat formal experimentation, from geometries of fear to geometries of liberation.
The public recognition of art and artists had increasingly national, European, and international dimensions, with diferent generations of artists experiencing attention and appreciation simultaneously. As each decade introduces the public to new work, so it can also see the further celebration and consolidation of the work and achievements abroad of more familiar Fully Draped (1969) . In the work of both artists we ind a shared criticism of the ubiquity and overexposure of Moore's work at that time, and in 1967 there was also a controversy surrounding the proposal to build a Moore Gallery at the Tate. The late 1960s thus saw considerable public attention to the staging, binding, and framing of Moore's work in ways that a younger generation reacted to. Moore, we should recall, was seventy years of age in 1968, and so very much the older establishment artist for these two artists in their twenties. In Nauman's works, "Moore" means "a work by Moore", indicating a synonymous relationship between the man and the work, which is both a measure of his success and celebrity and of the personal directness of his statement.
Barbara Hepworth saw her Single Form (1962-63) 
Circles of Recognition
If Paolozzi was more than anything else a "British sculptor abroad" in these years, then the same can be said especially of Kenneth Armitage, who turned ifty years of age in 1965, and who of all the "Geometry of Fear" sculptors was seen as Moore's natural successor as a McEwan's poignant words have a resonance more generally here for artists whose sculptures were displayed outside Britain in the 1960s. It was a decade in which British sculpture abroad was active on many diferent levels simultaneously, and with variously widening and decreasing circles of recognition and acclaim, as reputations faded in and out of focus, rising and falling on the national and international stage. Looking at this decade in more detail and honing in on less familiar moments and case studies will enable us to look at it afresh, and help us to complicate some of our assumptions and expectations about sculpture, both abroad and also in Britain during this period.
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